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About This Game

Wield the power of a god in your fingertips. Your once faithful followers have revolted against you by renouncing their
faith and tearing down your temples. Unleash your wrath with the Almighty Finger and smite those heathens down! Play as
one of three Greek gods in three unique campaigns. Command the power of lightning as Zeus, the overwhelming force of the
seas as Poseidon, and the flames of the underworld itself as Hades. Tap the screen to send your almighty finger plummeting

down on your disloyal subjects. Tap furiously to pummel them, use your godly powers, or enlist the help of mythological
monsters to send them to the underworld! Watch the battlefield come to life you as unleash spectacular displays of power that
wipe out waves of enemies at a time. Unleashing the fury of a god never looked so good — all made possible with the stunni

Features:

360-degree environments

Famous greek idols

intuitive control by mouse

three campaigns

arcade strategy game
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Interesting take on a tower defense style. Would be a lot better if there were hot keys and it wasn't quite such a click frenzy. In
it's current state, not really worth playing.. Fun and hectic clicker\/tower defence combo. Super fun game. One of the things that
I really enjoyed about it was figuring out which abilities matched my playstyle the best and choosing to upgrade them. I think
the game would be too easy with shortcut keys, so that's why they aren't there.. nah! don't buy this game. Such a bad game. Fun
and hectic clicker\/tower defence combo
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Such a bad game. Super fun game. One of the things that I really enjoyed about it was figuring out which abilities matched my
playstyle the best and choosing to upgrade them. I think the game would be too easy with shortcut keys, so that's why they aren't
there.. Definitely worth its price. The only disadvantage is lacking shortcut key.. Interesting take on a tower defense style.
Would be a lot better if there were hot keys and it wasn't quite such a click frenzy. In it's current state, not really worth playing..
Definitely worth its price. The only disadvantage is lacking shortcut key.. It's okay for a short game but I want shortcuts, not
click and drag, a pause button so I can put my defenders properly and a halo showing how my defenders' reach. It is also
difficult to grind for coins for upgrades imo. nah! don't buy this game. It's okay for a short game but I want shortcuts, not click
and drag, a pause button so I can put my defenders properly and a halo showing how my defenders' reach. It is also difficult to
grind for coins for upgrades imo
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